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no secrets



The secret is out! East London’s trendiest bar and bottle 
shop, the East London Liquor Company, is actually a 
distillery! As connoisseurs of  craft, we’re very happy to 
work with them and their Batch 1 for our December Gin 
of  the Month.  

Batch 1’s Master Distiller is Jamie Baxter, the 
same ginius behind our November gin, 
Burleigh’s. Our goal with the Craft Gin Club 
is for you to try something completely 
different every month and learn how to 
distinguish those differences, especially when 
different gins have the same maker. If  any of  
your Burleigh’s Gin remains in its bottle, 
pour yourself  some side-by-side with your 
Batch 1 for a mini home tasting.  

Special thanks goes out this month to Simon 
Difford and Allison Renfrew of  the 
wonderful Difford’s Guide for Discerning 
Drinkers for contributing their tasting notes 
and reviews of  ELLC’s gins. If  ever you seek 
a cocktail recipe, Difford’s has the most 
comprehensive compendium on the planet. 

ELLC prompted us to share an eclectic array of  edutainment 
with you this month for GINNED! Magazine’s second 
edition. From a real-life Indiana Jones to on-set Indy 
anecdotes and the world’s first mestizos to its longest pub 
crawl, when you’ve finished reading your mag and drinking 

your bottle of  Batch 1, you’ll have a lot of  Cocktails & 
Stories to share at Christmas. 

As Christmas approaches, we wish you a happy 
one with your friends and family. Be sure to 
share some Batch 1 and GINNED! Magazine 
with them and let them know that January’s Gin 
of  the Month is soon on the way. What will that 
gin be? Well, that’s still a secret! 

Cheers!

EDITORS’ NOTE

Jon Hulme 
Co-Founder 

jon@craftginclub.co.uk

John Burke 
Co-Founder 

john@craftginclub.co.uk

mailto:jon@craftginclub.co.uk
mailto:john@craftginclub.co.uk?subject=
mailto:john@craftginclub.co.uk?subject=
mailto:jon@craftginclub.co.uk
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Batch 1: a gin with no secrets

“If  you want to keep a secret, you 
must also hide it from yourself.” 

      - George Orwell, 1984
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Coca Cola. Sriracha. Pimm’s. Products consumed by cultures in all 
corners of  the world - brand markings immediately recognizable to the 
eyes of  all and tastes common on the tongue - maintain an impenetrable 
obscurity despite their familiarity: their secret recipes. Locked up tighter 
than a Swiss Bank box digitally encrypted with God’s fingerprint, secret 
recipes give these brands their competitive advantage and differentiation. 
No other cola is Coca Cola, spicy sauce Sriracha, nor summer cup 
Pimm’s.  

Similarly, in a booming craft spirits industry ripe with competitors, 
different distillers use different recipes and processes to create different 
tasting spirits, thus establishing their differentiation from the rest of  the 
market. Some of  these distillers maintain a cache of  mystique by keeping 
their methods quiet, hoping to keep customers guessing and trying to 
figure out the secret.  

But at the East London Liquor Company, Founder and Owner Alex 
Wolpert will be the first to tell you that he and his team hold no secrets. 
“There’s a certain amount of  snobbery in the drinks industry,” explained 
Wolpert. “We’re here to debunk this. Everything that goes in our spirits 
is there for everyone to see. What we really want is for people to 
understand and to enjoy.” 

So Alex and his team set out to do just that: make spirits for people to 
enjoy. 

They started with a London Dry, a standard offering for any gin distiller. 
As a complement to the standard, Alex wanted to distill a premium gin.
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He gave Master Distiller Jamie Baxter - the man behind the Craft Gin 
Club’s November Gin of  the Month, Burleigh’s - two combinations 
of  contrasting botanicals with which to play around. The first, Alex 
considered a sort of  colonial-style gin for its inclusion of  Darjeeling 
tea. The second, an inspiration from English herb gardens. Baxter 
toyed with the recipes in one of  his small stills made for experimental 
purposes at the 45 West Distillery in Leicestershire, sessions that 
resulted in two very different, yet 
both very fine, gins. So Alex and 
Co. decided that two premium 
products would work: Batch 1 and 
Batch 2. 

THE BATCHES BEGIN 

The gins start, like all, as a neutral 
grain spirit. ELLC chose a wheat 
spirit made near Manchester for 
two primary reasons: 
1. the smoothness on the mouth 
evoked by distilled wheat, very 
important for the gin but crucial 
for the distillery’s vodka which, 
having no other flavours apart from the redistilled wheat spirit, 
requires a pleasant texture on the tongue. 
2. the boys of  ELLC sought to work with a locally sourced spirit. The 
original idea was to go organic, but the best organic base spirit they 
found came from Italy and was harsher on the tastebuds than the 
Mancunian wheat on which they ultimately landed. 

With quality comes cost and the team briefly debated using a cheaper 
spirit from a different crop such as beetroot whose high sugar 
content can make for pleasant spirits. But as they sought to distill 
quality gin, they had to start with quality spirit. And of  course, the gin 
must be distilled in a quality manner. That’s where “craft” comes in. 

Head Distiller, Tom Hill, explained that mass-produced gins have had 
to modify their distillation methods 
over time in order to keep up with 
the high demand their creative 
marketing has helped to generate. 
What comes out of  their stills, 
according to Tom, is more like a 
“gin concentrate”, a result of  a 
two-step process that sees a high 
volume of  botanicals infused with 
a spirit of  low alcohol content to 
create a strong-scented liquid that is 
then mixed with the neutral grain 
spirit and bottled. ELLC, like all 
craft distillers, adopted the original 
one-step process that sees all of  the 
neutral grain spirit pass through the 

stills and infused with the botanicals. 

For ELLC’s botanicals, the manner in which they are distilled 
depends on what type of  botanical they are. The wheat spirit absorbs 
flavours from the botanicals either from the plants seeping directly in 
the liquid in the still or by its heated alcohol evaporating for its vapor 
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to pass through a bucket of  botanicals at the top of  the still. Through 
experimentation, Tom and Jamie Baxter discovered that they 
preferred citrus botanicals such as the pink grapefruit peel in Batch 1 
and the lemon peel in Batch 2 steamed in the bucket. This method 
carries fewer of  the harsh notes that one might get when biting into a 
citrus rind. Other botanicals such as bayleaf  can be very bitter, a 
bitterness avoided with the evaporation method which draws out its 
desirable flavours.  

G&TEA 

The key ingredient to 
Batch 1 and the one that 
gives the gin its colonial 
qualities is Darjeeling tea, 
a nod to the importance 
of  the tea trade in the 
Docklands, not too far 
south down Regent’s 
Canal which passes by the 
distillery at Victoria Park. 
Darjeeling brings a long 
finish and a dryness which 
is characteristic of  the gin, 
a dryness that is not 
overbearing thanks to the 
counter-flavour of  the 
cassia bark, a “Chinese 

cinnamon” that eliminates any bite left over from other botanicals 
such as the peppery cubeb seed and gives a subtle sweet note.  

All in all, the ELLC achieved what they set out to accomplish with 
their line of  three gins; they had an idea of  what they wanted in their 
heads and through experimentation landed on the odors, tastes and 
textures they had imagined.  

But they won’t stop there. Head Distiller Tom plans on adding a gin 
to the portfolio next year. As gin usually results from a mixture of  

botanicals from all over 
the world, Tom would like 
to create a gin that 
focuses on herbs and 
plants from just one 
region. He’s just not yet 
sure which region!  

A l l o f  t h i s 
experimentation makes 
the East London Liquor 
Company a distiller to 
follow. Just as the team 
has done with its first 
Batches, they’re sure to do 
again with their sequels, 
sequels that they definitely 
will not keep a secret. 🍸
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The Long Road to 
Libation Fabrication
During London’s Gin Craze in the 1700s the city was rife with 
distilleries, a trend that, despite Acts of  Parliament to quell the 
consumption of  gin specifically, continued for decades. Many of  these 
distilleries and their beer brewery cousins were concentrated in East 
London which during the era contained primarily the poorer classes 
more prone to over-consumption. Considering the high concentration 
of  highly-concentrated alcoholic beverages produced during the time, 
it’s somewhat surprising that for the past century East London has 
been totally bereft of  distilleries… until recently. 

The East London Liquor Company is the first spirits producer to open 
its doors in the East End north of  the river Thames in over 100 years, a 
long time coming. But then, many aspects of  the new distillery have 
required a patient length.  

The first considerable waiting period for Alex Wolpert came to be 
because of  the difficulties inherent in London property market; 
neither individuals nor companies ever have an easy time finding the 
space that suits them in the crowded city of  eight million and ELLC’s 
location quest was no different. It was only in January of  2014, after 
one-and-a-half  years of  searching, that Alex fall upon the space that 
currently houses his company’s stills and signed the lease papers.
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ELLC’s second scourge of  a strung-out spell arrived with Her 
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs bureaucracy, a synonym 
simultaneously suitable for paperwork, prolonged processes and 
extreme exasperation. HMRC suggests that its applicants wait until all 
of  the paperwork is through before signing a lease and buying 
distilling equipment. But, of  course, in Kafkaesque logic, the 
completion of  that paperwork requires those items.  

After months of  dealing with the taxpayers’ protectorate, the 
distillery’s two stills arrived in May of  this year to a locale virtually 
unrecognizable to those who knew the space before ELLC’s tenancy. 
At one point in its history, the Bow Wharf  complex had been a glue 
factory, a fact that Alex & Co. reference with the upside down horse 
on the label of  their London Dry Gin and Vodka. Just before ELLC 
arrived, publicans inhabited the space making for a fitting conversion 
to a full-working 
distillery bar.  

A STILL WITH 
NO NAME 

The team spent 
those months in the 
run up to the stills’ 
arrival gutting the 
place; tearing down 
the existing bar, 
stripping the walls 

to their original brick, and transforming the cellar into one suitable to 
store barrels of  spirits. In lieu of  the old ambience, they created a 
rustic feel worthy of  any hipster dream complete with long bar 
worthy of  Old West saloons, iron-framed wood furniture and a glass-
enclosed room for the stills so that their guests can get to know the 
mother of  the drinks they’re sipping. 

The stills, unlike their wheat spirits’ Mancunian origin, hail from 
Germany - Bavaria to be precise - and the Arnold Holstein factory, 
just like those of  Jamie Baxter’s Burleigh’s Gin. The 450-litre gin and 
vodka still contains a 6-plate rectification column that, with a massive 
amount of  copper surface, concentrates and purifies the grain spirit 
before its vapor passes through the final filter at the top of  the still’s 
neck, the dephlegmator, which allows any remaining impurities to 
escape as vapor as the pure alcohol content recondenses. This is the 

tool that allows the 
45% ABV Batch 1 
a n d 4 7 % A B V 
Batch 2 to retain 
t h e i r s m o o t h 
character despite 
their high alcohol 
content, a fact that 
Tom admits can 
f o o l c a u t i o u s 
sippers into sipping 
too much. 
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Both the gin and vodka still and their 650-litre whisky sister have not 
yet been named. With time, each develops their own qualities which 
will make the characteristics of  the spirits they generate. The team is 
partially waiting to determine what those characters are before 
naming the stills and partially waiting until they simply come across 
names that they like.   

During the lengthy wait for HMRC to come through, Alex decided to 
add another leg to the already lengthy journey - a trip to California, by 
some measures the home of  the recent craft distilling boom. His 
space was already being gutted and his stills ordered. But Alex took a 
10-day March trip to visit likeminded establishments in the Golden 
State to learn how they ran their operations and developed their 
products. He was particularly influenced by the St. George Spirits 
distillery on Alameda Island in San Francisco Bay and Lost Spirits 

near Monterey, a distillery that ELLC now represents in the UK, 
importing and selling their bottles. 

In addition to visiting distilleries, he stopped in to over twenty bars to 
chat with the barmen and learn about their love of  local libations, 
sentiments he also sees developing in London as local distilleries 
emerge and bars work more closely with them to create new cocktails. 
ELLC receives a regular flow of  bartenders at its distillery that come 
to taste the spirits and talk shop with the crew. The open door policy 
has already helped convince thirty bars in the British capital to stock 
ELLC products which the crew bottles on site. 

A slew of  local residents also visit ELLC and it is becoming known in 
the neighbourhood as the only place for quality cocktails as the 
distillery does not only distill drinks, it also serves them at its bar and 
sells them in its bottle shop situated in an adjacent building.  

The bar not only attracts customers but also adds flair to the 
distillation process as Jamie and Mikey experiment at the bar and 
share their findings with Head Distiller Tom. Tom thinks they’re 
already at the point where they could come up with a cocktail idea 
and create a concept spirit to suit the concoction’s desired flavours. In 
fact, the team is always experimenting, making new syrups and bitters, 
playing with botanicals and using their bar guests as cocktail lab rats. 

We suggest you submit yourself  to ELLC’s laboratory for an evening. 
Clear your head of  secrets, your palette of  impurities, and enjoy a 
drink a long time in the making.  🍸
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Alex Wolpert
Owner

From: London 
Studied: acting 
Likes: East London, Barworks, 
running, his 3 boys

Jamie McKie
General Manager

From: Newcastle 
Studied: acting 
Likes: exercise, health food, 
Video games although he 
won’t admit it

Mikey Pendergast
Head of Drinks Dev

From: Canada 
Studied: archaeology 
Likes: Indiana Jones, Belize, 
drinking in other people’s bars

Tom Hill
Head Distiller

From: Sussex 
Studied: bio-chemistry 
Likes: Music, applying 
science to distilling, Bristol, 
not working in academia

The Team
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Botanicals: juniper berries, coriander seeds, cassia bark, angelica root, 
pink grapefruit, cubeb berries, Darjeeling tea 

Appearance: Crystal clear 

Aroma: Angelica root leads with nutty busload. Juniper takes a back 
seat with mild pine and overripe banana. Darjeeling tea is very evident 
and pleasing (at least to an Englishman) with fresh fragrant coriander 
scents. Water reveals cubeb berry peppery spice. 

Taste: A blast of  cubeb berry peppery spice overpowers angelica, piney 
juniper and the Darjeeling. Water has the opposite effect to the nose, 
reducing some of  lost angelica and Darjeeling. 

Aftertaste: Red and black peppercorn spice continues to dominate. 
Overall: A superbly clean and cleansing gin with underlying nutty balsa 
wood and Darjeeling tea enlivened by upfront peppery spice.

ELLC Batch 1

http://www.diffordsguide.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004919/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no1

http://www.diffordsguide.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004919/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no1
http://www.diffordsguide.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004919/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no1
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Botanicals: juniper berries, coriander seeds, angelica root, thyme, 
winter savory, fennel seeds, orris root, lavender, lemon peel, sage, bay 
leaf  

Appearance: Crystal Clear 

Aroma: Piney and nutty with pleasing thyme, bay leaf  and fennel 
herbal freshness cheek by jowl with fragrant lavender 

Taste: Lavender and herbal notes continue into and dominate the 
palate with piney juniper holding its own to make this a true gin. 
Angelica root is the underlying foundation with nutty balsa wood notes. 

Aftertaste: Long, herbal and lightly spiced. Overall: Wonderfully 
fragrant, herbal and complex but with time will come fineness.

ELLC Batch 2

http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004920/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no2

http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004920/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no2
http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004920/east-london-liquor-gin-batch-no2
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Botanicals: juniper berries, lemon peel, coriander, cardamom, 
grapefruit peel, angelica root, cubeb berries 

Appearance: Crystal clear 

Aroma: Juniper presents itself  as overripe banana with musky, nutty, 
piney angelcia root, naan bread and cardamom. Very faint car tyre (in a 
good way). 

Taste: Cardamom, pine and overripe banana juniper with black pepper 
spice. Hints of  liquorice (although not one of  the botanicals). 

Aftertaste: More banana with rooty liquorice/anise, angelica and 
cardamom finish. Overall: Overripe banana notes pervade throughout - 
I like banana.

ELLC London Dry Gin

http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004921/east-london-london-dry-gin

http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004921/east-london-london-dry-gin
http://www.diffordsguides.com/beer-wine-spirits/spirits/gin-and-juniper-spirits/BWS004921/east-london-london-dry-gin
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cocktails & stories
Cocktail recipes and food pairings contributed by 
Mikey Pendergast, Head of  Drinks Development
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Growing up on archaeological dig sites, Mikey Pendergast, the East 
London Liquor Company’s Head of  Drinks Development, spent a lot 
of  time with the world’s favourite fictional fossil finder, Indiana Jones. 
During his quest for the Holy Grail, the explorer named after his dog 
ends up in the Castle Brunwald where he traveled to find his father, 
portrayed in the film by Sean Connery. Upon his arrival, Jones Jr. 
discovers that the castle houses a Nazi 
i n t e l l i g e n c e o p e r a t i o n . I n d y ’s 
idiosyncratic antics ensue. 

Although the Jones Boys accidentally 
succeed in burning down one of  Castle 
Brunwald’s main rooms, the palace’s 
real-life representation - Schloss 
Bürresheim - has remained intact for 
nearly nine centuries making it more a 
lesson in history than in archaeology. 
The German castle, situated in the 
Rhineland-Palatinate approximately 
thirty kilometres west of  Koblenz, has 
never been destroyed nor conquered despite the multitudes of  war, 
revolution and turmoil witnessed in the area over the centuries.  

Built in the 12th Century, the castle changed family hands a number of  
times throughout its history before successive departments of  the 

German government became its protectorate somewhat ironically 
during the late 1930s rise of  Hitler and the Nazis.  

A fictional Nazi played a role in Mikey’s inspiration for his cocktail, 
Grandma was a Classy Lady. The younger Jones, who had not 
discovered that his amorous interest, Dr. Elsa Schneider played by 

Irish actress Allison Doody, was a 
Nazi, asks his father how he had 
figured out her secret. Jones Senior 
then alludes to his own romantic 
e n c o u n t e r w i t h S ch n e i d e r by 
responding, “She talks in her sleep.” 

Grandma was a Classy Lady was born 
from this quote. “For some reason, I 
imagined Jones’ father and Schneider 
as an old couple drinking Sherry 
Cobblers. So I made an updated hipster 
tribute to the cocktail.”  

As you taste Mikey’s creation, try not to laugh. You’ll do better than 
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade’s film crew. Connery completely 
improvised the inspirational line, causing those on set to 
simultaneously burst out in hysterical laughter to which Director 
Steven Spielberg responded, “Well, that’s in.” 

GRANDMA WAS A CLASSY LADY

Indiana Jones: taking after his 
father in more than archaeology
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Schloss Bürresheim
Have some tasty tipple while viewing the tapestries

Grandma Was A 
Classy Lady

• 30ml East London Liquor Company 
Batch 1 Gin 

• 30ml Amontillado Sherry 
• 20ml Pineapple Syrup 
• a dash of  Pedro Ximenez  
  
Pour all the ingredients into a rocks glass 
and churn over crushed ice. Garnish with a 
butterscotch candy like Werther’s original 

Pairs well with pickled walnuts and stinky 
cheeses
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Mikey’s archaeological travels brought him to a remote research station 
at Glover’s Reef, located about 45km off  the coast of  Belize in the 
Glover’s Reef  Atoll, part of  the Belize Barrier Reef. The station’s 
mission is to study coral reef  ecosystems and it runs a number of  
projects from tracking turtles to investigating disease in lobster larvae. 
One of  its projects is shark conservation 
which it accomplishes by tracking the big 
fish’s movements and mating habits.  

Legend has it that sharks don’t get 
cancer, a tale that has persisted for 
centuries and one perpetuated by those 
selling shark cartilage as a cancer 
treatment. In reality, people have known 
very well for 150 years that these scary 
sea monsters are not immune to cancer 
and just last year, visual proof  was found 
on a great white in Southern Australia. 
Although the tumor was the first found 
on a great white, scientists have found evidence of  cancer in over 20 
additional species of  sharks firmly dispelling the cancer-free legend, 
not to mention the fact that scientists have found no cancer curing 
qualities in the cartilage. 

To study sharks at Glover’s Reef  Research Station, one can depart 
from the Belizean town of  Dangriga which Mikey describes as “not a 

classy city, but definitely wild and fun.” On a raucous post-dig night 
when his party was running out of  mixers, it’s in Dangriga that he, or 
more precisely his mother, discovered that gin goes very well with the 
“white, viscous juice of  the guanabana fruit.”  

Guanabana, Spanish for what we English 
speakers know as Soursop, grows in the 
humid climates of  Central America, 
Africa, Southeast Asia and the Pacific. It 
has a spiny green outer layer with a 
white, juicy flesh, a different type of  
flesh than a shark would sink its teeth 
into perhaps, but like shark cartilage, 
humans believe guanabana an effective 
cancer treatment. 

Despite this popular belief, a host of  
official bodies such as Cancer Research 
UK and the US’ Federal Trade 

Commission have concluded that no scientific evidence linking 
Guanabana and cancer curing.  

That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t drink Mikey’s Dangriga Fizz cocktail, 
inspired by his mother’s mixture. The ingredients, like gin, still have 
plenty of  redeeming qualities. They may not cure cancer but they will 
soothe your soul.

Caribbean Cocktails, Cartilage and the Cure for Cancer

A Great White afflicted by a 
tumor… and a photographer
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Glover’s Reef
Snorkeling in style off  the coast of  Belize

Dangria Fizz
• 40ml East London Liquor Company 

Batch 1 gin 
• 15ml Cardamom infused sugar syrup 
• 30ml Guanabana Juice 
• 15ml Lime Juice 
  
Stir over ice and pour into a champagne 
flute and top with dry bubbles.  A white 
grapefruit zest makes for a good garnish. 
  
Pairs well with pork belly or dark chocolate
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As happens in the travels of  many of  us, Mikey fell upon an upset 
stomach once while on a job in Mongolia. He quickly discovered that 
Mongol medicine differs substantially from ours in the West, primarily 
because Westerners don’t often ferment animal milk.  

On the steppes of  Central Asia, 
the weather is harsh, drought 
c o m m o n , a n d t e r r a i n 
unpredictable. For the steppe’s 
inhabitants it is thus fortuitous 
that evolution developed the 
Bactrian camel. Domesticated as 
far back as 2,500 B.C., the two-
hump species helped merchants 
on the Silk Road carry their wares 
and remains a crucial element of  
Central Asian culture today with 
an approximate 2 million camels 
serving their human masters.  

A wild version, which differs from its domesticated cousin in several 
physical aspects such as a flatter head, is the eighth-most endangered 
species of  mammal on earth. With only an estimated 800 roaming the 
plains, it is even more endangered - yet less cute - than China’s panda 
population.  

When we think of  camels, we tend to think of  amusing looking 
creatures that aren’t very comfortable for riding and which may spit on 
you at any moment. Mikey just thinks of  their milk. 

To cure his stomach ache and “enliven his spirits”, the locals gave him 
a mixture of  fermented camel 
milk known as airag and “an even 
stranger herbal concoction.” Airag 
is the Mongolian version of  camel 
booze, a drink that is found in 
various forms and under a slew 
of  names from Saudi Arabia to 
Russia. Upon extraction, the 
camel cream is filtered, heated 
and joined with yeast before being 
left aside for 10-16 hours. The 
result is a low-alcohol, sour-
tasting liquid that if  desired can 
be distilled to make the Mongol 

spirit arkhi. Airag also has a cousin made from mare or cow milk called 
kumis, a more common drink that is sometimes produced industrially.  

Straight airag may be sour, but Mikey remembers the drink as fairly 
sweet perhaps due to the herbs. Most importantly, the Mongol 
moonshine cured his stomach.

Mongolian Moonshine: The Camel that Cures Us

A Mongolian Tesco Express complete with 
animal-hide pouch full of camel booze
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Bactrian Camels
Airag: the secret ingredient is two humps

Mikey’s Mongolian 
Moonshine

• 50ml Marshmallow root infused Batch 1 Gin 
• 25ml Vanilla Syrup 
• 120ml Gold Top Milk 
  
Shake all the ingredients together in an ice-
less tin then serve in a long glass over ice. 
  
Goes exceptionally well with chocolate chip 
cookies and surprisingly lobster as well
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A pub is perhaps the most splendid of  places to land on a bit of  
boredom: you’re surrounded by friendly folk, the ambience is warm 
and welcoming, and your brain is bursting with boozy ideas. So it’s no 
surprise that a group of  pub patrons fed up with visiting the same pub 
week after week decided to broaden their horizons… by pounding a 
pint in every pub in the land. 

The Black Country Ale Tairsters, named after their place of  origin in 
the West Midlands near Birmingham, set out thirty years ago on what 

has become the world’s longest pub crawl. Beginning with a tippled 
team of  twenty, every week since 1984 the Tairsters have tried a new 
pub somewhere in the UK.  

In November this year, the two remaining members, Pete Hill and 
John Drew, drank an ale in their 18,000th pub, an achievement that 
further solidified their Guinness Book of  World Record for drinking 
in every UK county. Their quest has included over 250,000 miles 
driven, 150 boxes of  memorabilia from all of  the pubs, and a 
minimum of  36,000 pints between them. Their noble journey was 
neither without a noble cause. They asked every pub they visited to 
donate £1 to a local children’s hospital. 

Just as the Tairsters sought the perfect pint, Alex Wolpert, the owner 
of  ELLC, set out on a crawl around London to find the perfect 
martini for their new gin. As it turns out, after consulting a number of  
bartenders around town that the East London Liquor Company Batch 
2 Gin can “stand up against large doses of  vermouth” and that he 
liked the gin best in a martini with fresh botanicals as garnish. 

And so, as the participants in the world’s longest pub crawl whet their 
whistle across the country, ELLC voyaged across London to land on 
its Whet Martini.

Black Country Ale Tairsters: World’s Longest Pub Crawl
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Black Country Ale Tairsters
The envy of  pub patrons and beer bellies the world over

Whet Martini
• 60ml East London Liquor Company 

Batch 2 Gin 
• 20ml Lillet Blanc 
• Sage leaf  
  
Stir over ice until appropriately 
chilled.  Pour into a martini glass and 
garnish with a fresh bruised sage leaf. 
  
With good sage this drink goes well 
against fettuccine alfredo
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Somewhere in Central America… 
The Amateur Indiana Jones

The first words fans of  the Indiana Jones film series see in the 
1981 original, Raiders of  the Lost Ark, are “Somewhere in South 
America”. We soon meet Jones traipsing through thick rain 
forest in search of  a golden idol passing spooky ancient ruins 
along the way.  

A similar scene could be found in Central America, in the 
jungles of  Belize, an area in which East London Liquor 
Company’s bartender Mikey Pendergast grew up with his 
archaeologist parents. Mikey’s childhood was closely associated 
simultaneously with the detailed work of  real-life academics as 
well as with the glorified archaeology of  George Lucas’ 
protagonist. A mixture of  the two worlds could be found in 
Belize beginning in the late 19th Century in the form of  an Irish 
Doctor, Thomas Gann.  
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In 1892, Gann sailed across the Atlantic and through the Gulf  of  
Mexico to arrive in what is Belize today. At the time, the country was 
known as British Honduras, part of  the British Empire that British 
settlers had gradually penetrated towards the end of  the 18th Century 
after treaties signed with the 
Spanish granted them logging 
rights to the area. Commerce 
transformed into colonialism 
and, after years of  skirmishes 
with the repressed native 
Mayan population, Belize 
officially became a crown 
colony in 1862.  

The last gasp of  Mayan 
revolution expired some 
twenty years before Gann’s 
emigration. In his own way, 
the twenty-f ive year-old 
medical student, resuscitated 
the indigenous spirit.  

Gann ar rived in Brit ish 
Honduras a doctor and 
quickly adopted the dual post of  district surgeon and district 
commissioner. Within a couple of  years in these positions, he decided 
to remain in the colony, a decision primarily linked to a hobby he had 
developed: studying Mayan archaeology. He let it be known to his 

superiors that he would remain in his posts only if  he were stationed 
in areas with a heavy concentration of  ruins. With the high number 
of  significant sites in parts of  Belize and Gann’s hobby bordering on 
obsession, it’s surprising that colonists received any medical care at 

all. 

He recorded the first detailed 
accounts of  a number of  
incredible archaeological sites. 
He traveled to Xunantunich 
near the Guatemalan border 
which includes the 40 metre-
tal l El Casti l lo pyramid 
(pictured in cover photo) as 
the centrepiece of  a city with 
nearly 30 temples and palaces. 
He frequented Lamanai, or 
“submerged crocodile” in a 
Mayan dialect, which includes 
the large Mask, Jaguar and 
High Temples as well as one 
of  the best displays of  copper 
artifacts which have shown 
subsequent archaeologists 

how Mayan civilization interacted amongst its different centres. There 
are also his 1905 reports on his visits beginning two years prior to 
Lubaantun, or “place of  fallen stones”, where Gann appears to the 
right in the above picture.
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But his crowning achievement for the crown is his studies of  his 
immediate surroundings at his base in Corozal Town, considered to 
this day to be the lost Pre-Columbian Mayan city of  Chetumal 
(modern day Chetumal sits directly across the Belizean border in 
Quintana Roo, Mexico). Not far from the town lay Santa Rita (at right 
with dig underway), an area composing 500 acres on which sugar cane 
was being grown, sugar cane that covered some 50 archaeological 
mounds filled with artifacts and edifices including one whose exterior 
walls covered in murals, a rare find at Mayan sites.  

Of  course, Gann, being primarily a doctor, never had any formal 
archaeological training, a fault for which curiosity can make up only 
minimally. His numerous articles and books on his findings in Belize 
and in Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula are much appreciated by the 
scientific classes and his contributions not overlooked. But in the 
particular case of  Santa Rita’s murals, his lack of  training and foresight 

meant that the murals - along with their even rarer Mayan 
heieroglyphics - disappeared with the meddling of  local looters. All 
that remained of  Gann’s spectacular find were his crude sketches of  
the walls’ paintings.     

In the same way we find Indiana Jones’ still 
digging in his later years in his 2008 Kingdom 
of  the Crystal Skull adventure, Gann spent 
his life dedicated to the Mayan ruins, writing 
articles, teaching at universities and finally 
retiring in his adopted country in 1923 only 
to sell his finds to the British Museum where 
they rest to this day, keeping the ancient 
Mayan spirit alive for millions of  visitors.  🍸
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When you think of  a pleasant seafood meal, seaweed does not come to 
mind. Perhaps you’ve tasted the ocean plant with sushi or during a 
surfing attempt gone terribly wrong. But chances are you automatically 
think it indigestible, unpalatable, and just plain weird. You may want to 
rethink your assessment. 

Seaweed holds a variety of  health benefits. It’s packed with iodine and 
potassium, prevents high blood pressure, facilitates digestion, improves 
your sex drive and is a super detoxifier. It’s one of  the reasons why the 
Japanese have one of  the healthiest populations on earth. 

Turns out, seaweed is popular in Belize as well. When it comes to locally-
originating cuisine, Belizeans don’t claim too much. They consume food 
and drink from a mixture of  influences, from Mexican-style tortillas, rice 
and beans to Guinness Foreign Extra Stout. But one thing sticks out in 
originality for natives and travelers alike: a Seaweed Shake. 

The recipe is simple enough: blend dried seaweed, condensed milk, 
evaporated milk, cinnamon, nutmeg, vanilla and ice. What comes out of  
the blender the drink surprises the eyes - it looks just like a milkshake, not 
a clumpy green blob - and more importantly, the tongue. Milky and 
sweet, the shake delights with its spices coming through nicely and its 
temperature cutting through the Caribbean heat. 

Seaweed shakes are in some respects to Belize what sports drinks like 
Gatorade are to North Americans and Europeans: they refresh and 
revitalize Belizeans but unlike Gatorade they don’t include loads of  sugar 
and are actually naturally good for you. 

Even better, the shakes transform into cocktails. In the right situations, 
Belizeans spike their shake with a shot of  brandy or rum!  🍸

SEAWEED 
Shaken, not Stirred
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INDEPENDENCE: Belize received it’s independence from the 
crown in 1964 with the completion of  the country’s constitution. It 
continued to be known as British Honduras, the name it had gone 
by since 1862, until 1973 when it was officially renamed “Belize”. 

MESTIZO HISTORY: Belize is believed to be the home of  the 
first mestizos, people with European and Native American blood. 
A shipwrecked sailor, Gonzalo Guerrero, escaping the fate of  
some of  his crew members who were ritually sacrificed by Mayan 
tribes, married the daughter of  a Mayan Lord with whom he had 
the first three mestizo children. Guerrero became fully ingrained in 
Mayan culture, even leading their armies against Hernan Cortes. 
Today, mestizos compose 50% of  the population and Mayans 10%. 

COASTLINE: 240 miles of  coastline are sheltered by the world’s 
second longest barrier reef  part of  the Mesoamerican Barrier Reef  
System that stretches from Cancun, Mexico to Honduras. The reef  
attracts a quarter-of-a million tourists annually. 

LANGUAGES: Eight languages are officially recognized in Belize 
with English being the primary language due to British colonialism. 
30% of  Belizeans continue to speak Spanish as a native language. 
Other languages include three Mayan languages, a Caribbean 
language, and a form of  German spoken by the country’s 
Mennonite population.  🍸

Belize Facts
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Visiting the beautifully refurbished 
compound in which the East London 
Liquor Company is stabled, one may be 
able to envision a time when the buildings 
instead housed horses. The unaided eye 
could confuse some of  the brick structures 
with equine establishments but would be 
hard pressed to determine what the 
building actually harboured: a glue factory. 
And glue, as any adhesives expert will tell 
you, is historically not a horse’s friend.  

Does that mean a lot of  horses were 
slaughtered where today gin is born? 
Perhaps many decades ago. But horses or a 
lack there of  aren’t the reason that ELLC’s 
predecesor tenant went out of  business. 
Contrary to conventional beliefs amplified 
by common phrases such as “dead horses 
are sent to the glue factory,” few glue 
producers use horses or their byproducts 
today. Overall, few animal glues remain in 

e x i s t e n c e 
w i t h a 
l a r g e 
proportion 
of  everyday 
glues being 
c r e a t e d 
synthetically.  

Elmer’s, the US’ 
mos t r ecogn ized 
brand settles the minds of  
Animal Rights activists by 
a n n o u n c i n g o n i t s 
website that its glues are 
made with chemicals 
“originally obtained from 
petroleum, natural gas, and other raw 
materials found in Nature.” In the UK, the 
“Manufactured Adhesives” company 
Starloc displays tongue-twisting science-
speak such as “cyanoacrylate” and 

“aliphatic 
resin” to advertise its glues. 

But, despite their cleansing powers, 
chemicals can’t wash away history. The 
fact of  the matter remains that humans 
have made glue with animals for 

millennia. The oldest glue on record dates 
back over 8,000 years. Found in the Nahal 
Hemar Cave, carved in a cliff  near the 
Dead Sea on the Israeli side, the glue acted 
as a protective coating for rope baskets and 
to maintaining the integrity of  utensils.

Sticky Stills
The Horse that Binds Us
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Scientists determined that the substance 
found on these artifacts is collagen from 
animal skins. And it’s collagen that puts the 
“glutinous” in glue. 

Collagen makes up anywhere between 25% 
and 35% of  all the proteins found in 
mammals. So yes - feasibly you could make 
human glue as we human beings are loaded 
with collagen although there are obvious 

reasons why horses as opposed to people 
have traditionally met a gummy fate. 
Collagen is a protein found in our 
connective tissues, ie, tendons, ligaments 
and skin. The protein even takes its name 
from the Greek word for “glue”, kolla.  
The animal skins, or hides, found in Israel 
remained a staple ingredient of  glues for 
millennia. Written hide glue recipes date 
back 4,000 years and the tombs of  

Egyptian Pharaohs dating between 1,000 to 
1,500 B.C. carry gelatinous animal 
adhesives. 

But skins are not the only part of  animal 
bodies used and horses were far from the 
only animals to hold human endeavours 
together. From the hooves of  cows to the 
bladders of  fish, all sorts of  animal body 
parts have made glue. 

So as you open your bottle of  East London 
Liquor Company’s Batch No. 1 this 
December, pay certain heed to the label. 
Perhaps it was stuck on their with some left 
over animal collagen from the once thriving 
glue factory.  🍸  

No need to hide!  
Most glues no longer carry horse inside!
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Boating Botanicals 
Regent’s Canal

Like all independent distilleries trying to get their feet off  the 
ground and gin out of  the stills, The East London Liquor 
Company jumped through the multitude of  red-taped hoops 
inflicted upon it by the bureaucracy of  Her Majesty’s Revenue 
and Customs before it produced a drop of  liquid. One of  the 
distillery’s neighbours, a body of  liquid full of  many drops, is also 
no stranger to the workings of  government. 
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Walk west one hundred metres from 
ELLC’s shining stills and you’ll come upon 
a calm tract of  the 8.6 mile-long Regent’s 
Canal. A testament to bureaucracy, Regent’s 
was first proposed in 1802, approved by 
Parliament ten years later, and opened in 
two stages in 1816 and 1820. The project 
proved important enough to fall under the 
responsibility of  famed London architect 
and city planner, John Nash, and to adopt 

the name o f  the Pr ince Reg en t , 
subsequently known as King George IV. 

No small feat of  engineering, the canal 
includes four tunnels, passes by some 25 
bridges, rests in 10 basins and ascends or 
descends at 13 locks. Originally, it was 
conceived to connect the Paddington Basin 
of  the Grand Junction Canal with the 
Thames at the Docklands which would 

allow for goods entering England to reach 
the Midlands and vice versa.  

We tend to forget today, as we walk along 
their picturesque banks and visit the shops 
and restaurants that populate them, that 
London’s canals once acted as logistical 
routes, delivering the city’s burroughs their 
raw materials and ultimately connecting 
much of  England’s commerce.
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For instance, the botanicals you taste this month in Batch No. 1 
would have undoubtedly arrived at the ELLC distillery on Regent’s 
Canal beginning their trip through London at the Regent’s Canal 
Dock in Limehouse where they would have arrived from afar. 

But, although Regent’s Canal continues to deliver tourists in boats, 
its commercial delivery usage was seriously hampered not long after 
its inauguration by the arrival of  trains and the railways on which 
they cruised. Railways so quickly threatened the royally-named 
waterway that a number of  projects emerged to transform its liquid 
routes into rail, none of  which succeeded no thanks to the fact that 
the railway would have run through Regent’s Park, a fact the 
monarchy would not abide.   

The Canal received a short-lived commercial kick in the inter-War 
period but by the era of  Beatlemania, it’s time for trade had all but 
vanished. Today, the towpath makes for a short stretch of  the UK’s 
National Cycle Route 1, one of  10 routes that compose the 14,700 

miles of  cycling paths established by the National Cycle Network, a 
project of  the primary British charity for sustainable transport, 
Sustrans.  

As you ride your bike North along Regent’s Canal from Canary 
Wharf, pop off  the route at the East London Liquor Company at 
Victoria Park for a refreshing G&T before continuing on your way 
towards Camden Town. 🍸   


